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We build complex systems by connecting components together and hoping the collection works. We attach one chip to another with wires; we connect one computer to another with an Ethernet; we connect one software system to another by binding APIs. In every case, the composition is designed to be "correct." But also in every case, we have no way to formally (or even informally!!) check that it is indeed correct.

Today, we have rudimentary tools. Type systems in programming languages, together with run-time binding checks, may insure some measure of correctness in the composition of two programs. We know how to extend type systems to the network (RMI; I'll even be generous and grant you XML/SOAP), but the practice is not widespread. But types alone tell you very little.

A next step is to decide whether the dynamic use of an interface is correct, i.e., sequences of interface events. Study of asynchronous and distributed systems has formalized the notion of a correct composition, but the analysis techniques work for only very small compositions (small state spaces, usually verified by model checkers). Remember path expressions?

We can't verify in advance correctness of composition and we rarely do adequate run-time checking of correctness. How many modules take a truly defensive approach to checking inputs, i.e., what the "environment" does to the module? Where should "defensive perimeters" lie in a system? If they're everywhere, the system will be too slow; if they're nowhere, it will be too fragile. When a new component or new version is introduced into a system, dynamically checking correct operation at its interfaces is advisable: trust results from experience.

Which brings us to yet another aspect of composition: performance. In addition to being able to check correctness, we need to be able to predict (at least estimate) performance of a composition. Even first-order predictions would be extremely valuable.

What should our expectations be for such a "composition challenge?" Surely not to be able to *prove* correctness of large systems. But let's enrich our way of engineering interfaces beyond today's type systems so that a great deal more static checking and analysis of compositions is possible. Other dynamic checking is also possible,
e.g., checking when a network client contacts a network service whether that pair of protocol versions (or implementations) has successfully communicated before. One could imagine a systematic way of describing and cataloging protocol versions (or API versions) and implementations, and building an on-line compatibility database that can be checked for composition. When a server detects an error, it might use knowledge of the client’s implementation to provide better diagnostics (e.g., this error is commonly the result of a mis-configured client).

Better interface engineering can also more rigorously define and implement "compatibility" (e.g., "backward compatibility"). There may be additional engineering techniques that reduce composition problems.

While the formal proving of correctness may be beyond our reach, the challenge is to devise good engineering approaches to composition. Rather than "correct by composition," we could aspire to "confidence in composition."
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